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LIMERICK 

By U AtreyaSarma 

 

There was a smart gal glued to iPad 

Her parents said: “Shun this device bad; 

We‟ll buy anything great 

For you – whate‟er the rate.” 

She said: “Get me a Tab, I‟d be glad!” 

 

 

SONNET: THE TALE OF A CROOK 

 

There was a Crook who‟s into small-time crime 

So nimble in theft and pocket picking. 

He indulged in this guilty job full time; 

It‟s how he‟d kick off his life a-clicking. 

 

Then a poet named Tongue while at a tree 

Called upon him: “Ne‟er like this fill your purse. 

Be off your track and take to poetry 

Or else god on you hurls many a curse.” 

 

So Crook looking into books, made a shift 

And began to think a lot on the rhyme; 

Good poems of others he‟d neatly lift 

And win good laurels and prizes of prime. 
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Who can say a tiger his stripes would change? 

How could a goon his basic traits estrange? 

 

 SIN UNDER THE SUN 

 

Tired of watching man‟s sins 

Under the very glare of his light 

The defeated sun set out retreating. 

 

Un-contrite, 

Man glowered at the wan Sun. 

Unable to bear 

The sinner‟s burning glare 

He slipped behind a veil of clouds 

And sank down fast 

Closing his eyes... 

 

VALENTINES 

 

Teenage and young couples 

Dressed in garish yellow 

Swarm the park with dark smiles 

And slink behind the bushes… 

Leaves sear and flowers wilt. 

 

Man in white visits the temple 

Circled by stretched out hands. 

The emptied pocket tinkles 
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To the nodding clang of the bell. 

Then returns home with pocket 

Refilled with grateful, blessing smiles. 

 

Lunar prince at the nightly apogee 

Wooed by countless starry fays 

Shines with an expansive pride. 

He doesn‟t touch them or won‟t be touched. 

Yet he tickles the dark-blue tapestry 

Sharing his moonlight with one and all. 

****** 
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